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(~ 6iTt) (Railway Board)

No.2018/CEDO/SRl23(I) New Delhi, Dated 13.02.2019

General Manager,
North Central Railway,
Allahabad.

Sub: - Introduction of Train 18 up to a maximum speed of 130 kmph over NCR
Ref: NCR letter No. 355-W/CRS/Train Set -18/GZB-DDU/NCRlBr., dated 12.02.19.

1. The sanction of Railway Board for introduction of coaches of Train 18, manufactured by
ICF/Chennai, up to a maximum speed of 160 kmph was communicated to all General Managers
vide Railway Board letter No. 20 18/CEDO/SRl23(1), dated 28.01.19 .

2. CCRS while recommending the proposal for introduction of Train 18 coaches up to speed of
160 kmph vide his letters No. Q.12011/02/2018-19/T.W., dated 21.12.18 & 25.01.2019, inter-alia
has stipulated the following:

(i) Railway shall ensure provision of sturdy fencing at vulnerable locations on need basis for
operation upto 130 kmph. For speed beyond 130 kmph and upto 160 kmph, provision of
sturdy fencing all along the track shall be ensured.

(ii) As the leading coach of Train 18 is much lighter than the locomotives, hitting of any
obstruction or even cattle run over may lead to serious accident at higher speeds,
therefore, Railway shall identify regular trespassing locations and to avoid trespassing at
these locations, suitable mechanism such as deployment of RPF personnel, regular
patrolling, providing 2x2 mtr subway (for passing farmers along with cattle) etc. shall be
put in place.

3. The above stipulations were incorporated suitably in Railway Board above sanction letter
dated 28.0l.19.

4. North Central Railway (NCR) vide reference above has requested to grant exemption for
above stipulations before introduction of Train 18, stating that it is not practically possible to
comply with the above stipulations before introduction of Train 18 in GZB-DDU section. NCR
has however further stated that in this section trains at 130 kmph are already running for several
decades and at present about 29 pairs of trains are already running at a maximum permissible
speed of 130 kmph.

5. It is noted with concern that Railway Board vide letter No. 2014/CE-II/TSCII Pt. 1, dated
08.09.2016 had already stipulated provision of fencing on need basis as decided by Zonal
Railway for running train above speed of 110 kmph up to 130 kmph. As such, Railway should
have protected all vulnerable locations by this time especially when a number of trains are
running over the railway at maximum permissible speed of 130 kmph. In addition, to protect
vulnerable/trespassing locations, various alternatives such as deployment of RPF personnel,
regular patrolling, providing 4x2 mtr subway etc. have been stipulated by CCRS as well as by
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Railway Board, and communicated to Zonal Railways vide Railway Board letter No.
20 18/CEDO/SRJ23(I), dated 28.01.19.

6. NCR is therefore advised to take all required measures to ensure safe running of passenger
trains (including Train 18), comply with stipulations as mentioned in Para 2(ii) above, and
provide sturdy fencing at vulnerable locations on need basis in a time bound manner.
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